LARGE HORSEBOX
HB510XL, HB610 & CONTAINERS

HB510XL
HORSEBOX
The HB510XL offers the flexibility of carrying
two horses up to 17.2 hh or up to four ponies.
The HB510XL comes with a headroom of 2.3m
and a locking groom’s door as standard.
With its 14’ internal length the HB510XL offers
either a range of telescopic partitions, suitable
for ponies*, or a single centre partition
allowing two horses to face forward.
A comfortable and safe environment for the
horse is created through ample sliding
windows and roof vents, ensuring plenty of
light and fresh air. The thick rubber matting on
the floor helps to minimise travel fatigue on
long journeys.

Typical partition layouts of
HB510XL

Whether you are a livery yard, trekking centre,
riding school or private individual with a string
of ponies, this trailer, with a maximum gross
weight of 3500kg, makes an ideal workhorse.
Additional options available on the HB510XL
include combined rear ramp and van doors for
greater flexibility.
*Animals must not be carried adjacent to the groom’s door
under any circumstances. Please refer to the partition layouts
for guidance.

HB510XL
Tyres

Loading Guidelines
Horse/Pony Number
Number of Partition
Size
Per Trailer Partitions
Configuration

Trailer
Payload

175R16C*

Maximum gross weight

3500kg

Unladen weight

1290kg

Overall height

2.82m

Overall width

2.30m

Overall length

5.76m

Internal height

2.30m

Internal width

1.74m

Internal length

4.25m

12.2hh

4

5

Diagonal/
Perpendicular

2110kg

13.2hh

3

4

Diagonal

2130kg

Stall width

Various

14.2hh

2

3

Diagonal

2150kg

Stall length min/max

Various

15hh or over

2

1

Forward Facing 2145kg

*6.50R16 tyres also available

HB610
Tyres

175R16C *

Maximum gross weight

3500kg

Unladen weight

1450kg

Overall height

2.82m

Overall width

2.30m

Overall length

5.74m

Internal height

2.30m

Internal width

2.07m

Internal length

4.25m

Stall width

Various

Stall length min/max

Various

*6.50R16 tyres also available

HB610
HORSEBOX
The HB610 represents our largest trailer and
can carry two large horses up to 17.2 hh
with room to spare or up to five ponies.
The HB610 has a headroom of 2.3m and a
locking groom’s door fitted as standard.
As with the HB510XL, the HB610 has a
maximum gross weight of 3500kg.
However, by offering additional trailer
width, the telescopic partition system
allows up to five pony stalls.*
The wide front unload ramp, which comes
as standard, makes this model unique and
very useful for both horse and owner.†
An additional benefit is the extra storage
space available in the wind deflector,
accessible from inside the trailer.
The sliding windows and roof vents
provide a comfortable and safe
environment for your horse, ensuring
plenty of light and fresh air. Additional
comfort is provided through thick rubber
floor matting.
*Animals must not be carried adjacent to the groom’s
door under any circumstances. Please refer to the
partition layouts for guidance.
†The HB610 front ramp provides a headroom of 1.9m
(74”) and may not be suitable for front unloading of
horses over 16.2hh.

Loading Guidelines
Horse/Pony Number
Number of Partition
Size
Per Trailer Partitions
Configuration

Typical partition layouts of HB610

Trailer
Payload

12.2hh

5

6

Diagonal/
Perpendicular

1926kg

13.2hh

4

5

Diagonal

1946kg

14.2hh

3

4

Diagonal

1966kg

15hh

2

3

Diagonal

1986kg

15hh or over†

2

1

Forward Facing 1981kg

CONTAINERS

HORSEBOX

Unladen weight
Internal width

1.82m*

CONTAINERS

Internal length

3.46m

1000kg

Internal height

2.16m

* For new Transit and new VW LT width is 1.96m

Designed to be fitted onto new or used chassis
cab vehicles, the container is the ideal choice
for those not wishing to tow a trailer or have
the expense and upkeep of a larger
commercial vehicle.

The containers have side-by-side stalls suitable for carrying horses of up
to 16hh. They are constructed to the same standards as our horsebox
trailers, with additional storage space in the Luton cab.

Containers are available to fit the Ford Transit, Iveco Daily and
Volkswagen LT.

These complete units, including platforms, are supplied for fitting by a
third party. Please consult your nearest dealer for advice on fitting and
the suitability of your chassis cab vehicle.
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CONTAINER

£90

£4,560
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-
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Sliding Windows

STD = Standard Option *Trailer fitted with 175/75R tyres as standard. 6.50R16 tyres available as a factory fit for an additional £100 per trailer.
**No lock. *** For telescopic partition only. ****Supplied Loose, requires fitting. # Breeching bar fitted as standard.
Large Horsebox models are available in Blue, Green or Red. HB510XL & HB610 also available in black and silver for additional £80.

Trailer Aid

STD

STD

Datatag

STD

£75

Trailer Camera****

£90

STD(5)

Horse & Rider First
Aid Kit

STD(6)

£80

Aluminium Floor &
Removable Rubber
Floor Matting

£80

£45

Wheeled Tack Pack

£45

£360

Mudflaps (Pair)

£360

£170

Wheel Chocks (Pair)

£165

STD

Roof Ventilator (4)

STD

STD

Large Wind Deflector
with Storage Space

STD

-

Full With Breast and
Breeching Bars (Pair)#

£270

STD

Head Partition***

-

£7,240

Centre Partition

Ramp / Van Style Doors

£5,750

£90

Telescopic Partition /
Cross Division (Each)

Front Ramp

£90

HB610*

Locking Grooms Door

Trailer

HB510XL*

Rear Top Doors (Pair)

Delivery Charge to UK
Mainland Distributor

Side Window Protection
Bars (Per trailer)

SPECIFICATION & PRICE LIST
Prices are ex-works and are
subject to delivery charges
and the VAT rate applicable
at the date of supply.
Optional accessories have
been priced as factory fit items,
ordered with your trailer. If
ordered at a later date, your
distributor may need to fit the
items, which could result in
fitting charges being incurred.
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from time to time this may result in changes to our range or to individual models. Please check that design, description, colours and
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Our distributors have extensive product knowledge and will be pleased to offer assistance in the selection of your horsebox.
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